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My darling Darling Effie 
       I received your letter in this afternoons mail.  How I grab them Darling _  How I long for 
you O Effie mine.  It gets awful some times[,] this horrible longing for you & tho I am feeling 
much better now than I did at first & very much better than I did at anytime last year I do at 
times feel so lonely & homesick for you.  O Darling I love you so much that I can’t be happy 
without you.  I can’t have you now & I must do without & stop whining but every now & again it 
comes over me & I am miserable.  And you poor darling with your present malady[,] it is very 
hard for you.  O Effie I sometimes feel almost as tho life didn’t pay after all.  We are happy 
some times but after all what a short part of our lives we are happy but this sort of thing won’t 
do.  We are in for it.  We have got to live & grind along the best way we can for we are bound to 
live if we can & enjoy as much as possible.  I find that my wading yesterday has not been 
unpunished, for I find today that both my feet are poisoned.  The carbolic is the sovereign 
remedy and I am applying it.  Tomorrow I shall stay in all day.  I don’t know whether I shall even 
dare to walk over for my letter but can tell better about that in the morning.  I don’t want to get 
my feet heated if I can avoid it.  I haven’t suffered any other ill effects from the exploit & think 
the walk & air did me good but I could get along without the poison you bet.   
       The new suit came home this evening and it sits very well & looks finely.  I think I am 
going to like it very much indeed   It is a very neat looking suit[,] very nice goods[,] & I think it is 
a very tony looking apparition to hang upon my frame.  I don’t feel as if it were becoming but I 
guess I must decide that it would probably impress others as so.  I am longing now for chance to 
swing out in it.  I will tell you the comments of the ladies upon it.  I consider it a much better 
goods than I could have gotten in New York for the same money but I dont suppose the cut is 
quite so stylish but to me it seems very nice_  I do hope you will like it Darling for I got it 
because we shall be together a good deal at Christmas & you will quite naturally want me to be 
well dressed & I shall feel so in this if you only approve & [ill.] completely satisfied.  The piano is 
such a comfort.  The tone is sweet[,] a least trifle muffled but not enough to call it muffled & 
the action is the least bit hard but even & so it won’t hurt but rather do good for my finger 
muscles need strengthening.  It is really a very good piano.  Anything would [ill.] cheap at my 
price but this is capital.  I am so glad that you approve Darling.  I felt sure you would and yet 
twenty five dollars seems a good deal to spend for a luxury — an amusement for of course it 
isn’t more than that to me.  A very great comfort certainly it is but I can’t teach zoology any 
better for having it except that it keeps me in better humor.  I wish so that I had you here to 
play on it for me.  What heaven that would be.  Tomorrow will be the second Sunday and there 
are at least 12 more[,] perhaps 13.  I found a pressed plant last night in looking over the plants I 
brought out here for the college.  It reminded me of something and I wonder if it will remind 
you of the same thing.  The color is pretty well preserved tho of course nothing like as beautiful 
as a fresh specimen.  You tell me that mamma is going to worry you about writing_  I am sorry 
but I do think she will be a little more moderate for she has seen us together & knows [ill.] or 
ought to know how much we are to each other.  If she thinks it easy for us & that we don’t 
really need daily letters then she is incapable of understanding us in spite of her own 
experience.  I shall try & be patient if you don’t succeed in keeping up your plan of writing every 
day & I know I shall be better than I was last year.  But I do hope our plan can work for I am so 
much happier with a letter every day than I was as things went last year.  Of course if you can’t 



possibly write that that settles it and we must submit.  We can’t be together or near each other 
and that is settled and we stand it as best we can.  I suppose we can stand more too if it has got 
to come but one seems necessary & the other not so much so_  I shant growl if you write only a 
sheet or two sometimes but if that too is to be cut off I will try & stand it but shall think as I 
always have thought that it is not fair.  I don’t think I shall behave as badly under the treatment 
as I used to but I know I shant enjoy it.  I am so glad that Jule feels as she does __  I was so 
amused at your mothers course in switching off during the conversation when she saw she was 
getting in a box & attacking Jule for doing the very thing she wants you to do.  You poor girl[,] 
you will have a hard time to write to me I know that and it is a downright shame that it should 
be so for it is all the comfort we can have in doing for each other now & it makes me mad to 
feel that you have got to plan & scheme & everything & sneak around after hours to do what I 
should think anyone would let you do without molestation.  I will not let myself get as bad as 
last winter for I feel sure I can control myself better but I do feel so much better with a letter 
every day that there is but little trouble in being good now.  But oh my own[,] how I want you[,] 
how very very much I want you.  Dont think that I don’t mind the separation as much as last 
year.  I mind it ten times more.  I sometimes wish I hadn’t given in about the plan of our 
marrying at Christmas but I suppose it was wisest to defer it.  We shall have to make the best of 
it & live on the Summer remembrances, and the hopes of the future.  I guess I will try & go over 
to the Post Office for I want your letter so __.  My right foot it the worst one.  The poison hasn’t 
come out yet as bad as it will when it reaches perfection but it is bad enough.  Now I must stop 
& dress for breakfast for it is now morning & I am adding two sheets to what I wrote last night.  
I must stop but I do hate to leave you my own Darling,  With love love love for now & for ever 
for my Effie 
      from your own Harry _ 
 
       


